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Cool Base

 Gray(23) 

Prod No Description Color Pack Cs Wt/Cube List Price

Cool Base

DXCBE Cool Base for 9" Plate 23 12 ea 13.00/0.56

NEW! KEEP COOL

DXCBE

• Maintains	cold	food	temperatures	for	up	to	an	hour

• Quick	freeze	time	of	two	hours	allows	for	use	at	more	than	one	meal	per	day

• Compatible	with	Dinex	entrée	plates	and	insulated	domes

• Gray	color	easily	identifies	it	as	the	cool	base	while	coordinating	with	existing
dome	and	ware	color

• Sturdy	construction	and	standard	one	year	warranty

• Dishwasher	safe

Introducing the ideal solution for chilled entrées. Patients & residents 
will love their crisper, fresher salads.
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Cool Base
Q: What is the cool base?

A: The cool base has a freezable liquid inside that when used with a standard 9” entrée plate keeps salads,
sandwiches, and other foods cold for an hour on average.

Q: How does the cool base work?

A: The base should be placed in a freezer for at least two hours. The liquid will get down to temperature but will not
freeze to a solid. This is to prevent the plastic from warping or cracking. Usage instructions are included in every 
case of product.

Q: How long will the base stay cold?

A: The base will generally keep foods cold for an hour. Times will vary based on the starting temperature of the food.
For best results, leave the cool base in the freezer until right before use, use with a chilled china plate, and top with 
a Dinex insulated dome. The chart below shows average temperature results:

Q. How do I keep the cool base separate from my other bases that look similar?

A: The cool base looks the same as the Dinex insulated base but is a special dark gray color that coordinates well with
the Dinex ware colors and is easily identifiable.

Q. How do I wash the cool base?

A: The cool base is dishwasher safe. Wash along with the other insulated ware items.

Q. What kind of liquid is inside the base and is it safe?

A: The liquid is a 30% isopropyl alcohol and 70% water mix. The solution is not intended for human consumption
and is safely sealed inside the base. Although the base does not come in contact with food, discontinue use if any 
cracks or leaks are noticed.
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